
LACROSSE 
HISTORY 

Lacrosse was a game to prepare the Cherokee Indians for war. The match could spend some 

days and from 100 to 1000 people could participate during the match. 

 

First lacrosse team was created in 1985 and the rules were created in 1987. 

RULES 

 The main purpose is to score more goals than the other team. (team with more goals, 

win) 

 After score, there is a face off. Two players in front of one another, and the ball is in 

the middle of them. 

 Each team have 10 players during the match (3 attackmen, 3 midfielders, 1 goalkeeper 

and 3 defensemen). 

 A match is divided into 4 quarters of 15 minutes each one. (60 minutes in total). 

 The size field is 100 meters (length) and 60 meters (width).  There are 2 areas (attack 

area and defensive area). 

 



EQUIPMENT 

You already know that Lacrosse is a contact sport, in order to play Lacrosse, you will need this 

equipment: Helmet, lacrosse stick, gloves, shoulder pads, rib pads and arm protection.  

 

 

INTERCROSSE 
Pierre Filion is the person who created this sport in 1982. Intercrosse is a version of Lacrosse.  

The main difference is that body contact and crosses (sticks) contact are not allowed.  

Intercrosse is used in Schools whose purpose is team working and encouraging physical activity. 

Intercrosse has 4 principles: 

 Movement. Player with ball can run or stop (not walking) 

 

 Autonomy. Every player is his own referee (cada jugador es su propio árbitro). 

 

 Respect. Body contact and stick contact are not allowed.  

 

 Communication. Player with ball has 5 seconds to pass or throw the ball. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Size field is 40 meters x 20 meters. One goal in each side and there is a half-circumference named 

crease (zone) 

 

During the match, there are playing 5 players per team (1 goalkeeper per team).  

A match lasts 45 minutes divided into 3 quarters (3 periods of 15 minutes). 

RULES 

 Don’t touch ball with hands. 

 Possession time is 30 seconds (maximum time to throw to the goal). 

 A player can´t have the ball more than 5 s. 

 Physical contact is not allowed. 

 None else, apart from Goalkeeper, can enter into the “crease” (area). 

 Players have to grab the crosse (stick) with both hands, ALWAYS. 

 Two players defending one player is not allowed. 

 First player who covers the ball with the stick (crosse), will get the possession. 

FOULS 

Switch the possession 

- Touching the ball with a hand. 

- Not to respect 30s rule or 5s rule. 

- Body contact or being aggressive. 

 

Penalty foul 

- Touch the ball with a hand inside of the area. 

- Body contact or stick contact inside area. 

 

1 minute without playing (expulsión) 

- Body contact or stick contact on Offensive area. 

- Only a hand grabbing the crosse/stick. 



MOVES 

 Low pass.  We use this pass then the distance between players is short. It is 

easier to pick up the ball. 

 

 High pass. We use this pass when the distance between players is long. It is 

more difficult to pick up the ball, but useful to avoid interceptions. We use this 

move to throw to the goal as well. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



FLOOR HOCKEY 
HISTORY 

Tom Harter, director of University of Michigan, introduced the new game of floor hockey 

modified from the original game of ice hockey in 1962. 

Floor hockey is a modification of ice hockey with differences in rules and modifications and of 

course, no use of ice or skates. Balls can be used in replacement for pucks.  

The objective is to score points by hitting the ball into the goal or net.  

The match is divided into 3 periods of 20 minutes. 

During the match, every team has 6 players playing (5 field players and 1 goalkeeper). 

Size field should be 40x20 meters. 

 

After match, if the result end in a tiethere will be 15 minute-extra time. 

After extra-time, If the result end in a tie there will penalties (5 per team). 

In floor hockey, no physical contact is allowed. 

 

ORGANIZATION 

Each team consists of 6 players. Positions in a typical floor hockey game are the same as those 

in ice hockey. The offense consists of three forwards - a center (C), a left wing (LW) and a right 

wing (RW). The defense includes two defensemen (D) and a goalkeeper (G). 



 

One center. The only player allowed to move the full length of the floor. He/she is the leader 

of the offensive play and should to be the best player at driving the ball. 

(El único jugador que puede moverse por todo el campo. Él o ella es la líder del juego ofensivo y 

debería de ser el mejor jugador en conducir la pelota). 

Two Forwards work offensively and cannot go past the center line into their defensive area.  

(Los dos delanteros no pueden estar en campo defensivo). 

Two defensive players cannot go past the center line into offensive areas. It is their 

responsibility to keep the ball out of their defensive half of the floor.  

(Estos jugadores no pueden estar en zona ofensiva y su objetivo es sacar la pelota fuera del 

campo defensivo). 

The goalkeeper uses his hands, feet or stick to stop shots from going in the net. This requires 

alertness, quickness and courage. 

(El portero usa sus manos, pies y stick para evitar los goles. Requiere de alerta, rapidez y 

coraje) 

No player is allowed in the crease, except the goalkeeper. 

 

FACE-OFF 

Play is started when the referee drops a ball for a face-off, at the center of the playing area. 

One player from each team are on their own side in front of one another. First player who take 

the ball with the stick gets the possession. 

(El partido empieza cuando el árbitro lanza la pelota al suelo, en el centro del campo de juego. 

Un jugador de cada equipo se encuentra en su lado del campo y enfrente el uno del otro. El 

primer jugador que consiga la pelota con el stick, tiene la posesión.)  

After goal scored, a new face off has to be done. (Después de cada gol, se realiza un face off) 

 



FOULTS 

•Offensive player in the crease. Defense is awarded a free pass from the center line.  

• Defensive player in the crease. Offense is awarded a free corner pass in from the offensive 

side. 

 • Goalie outside the crease. Offense is awarded a free corner pass in from the offensive side.  

• Rough Play – intentional contact that will result in an extended penalty period depending on 

the severity of the infraction.  

• Other infractions  

- Hitting another player’s stick or body with any part of their stick or body 

- Stop the progress of an opponent. 

- Use of feet or hands to pass ball to a teammate or shoot a goal.  

- Use of hands to catch the ball. 

 

 


